"we´re the revolution of bathroom"

Roca Beyond 100x50 cm oak furniture for 450 mm basin

Size of
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(width)
(depth)

Oak
Design 100x50
To the wall
100
50
Roca Beyond 100 oak base bathroom furniture for 450 mm City
basin, the best design in your bathroom
Enjoy the best design in your bathroom with the Roca Beyond 100 base furniture for 450 mm basin, a wall
hanged bathroom furniture, made of agglomerated wood, with measures of 1000 mm wide by 505 mm deep and
525 mm high, which has two drawers with push closure system (press to open) and one door.
With the Roca Beyond 100 base furniture you will gain design and capacity for your bathroom since it has 100x50
cm dimensions, two drawers and one door where you can store and maintain all your daily hygiene products. Do
not think twice and buy the incredible design furniture at the best price, trust the Roca brand to complete the
decoration of your bathroom.
The price is only for the bathroom furniture in oak color, does not include the basin, the legs or the faucets or any
other accessories. Optionally you can select the basin of 450 mm and the position of the two-drawer and basin, left
or right, study the best possibility for decorating your bathroom.
About the Roca Beyond collection:
The volume set marks one of Roca most exclusive porcelain collections for those who want to go one step further in
the search for innovation and design.
Find all the bathroom furnitures from the Roca Beyond collection and check out all the available items to
complement the decoration of your bathroom at the best price thanks to our online bathroom store and take them
home in the fastest, simple and most comfortable way.
Buy at the best price the Roca Beyond 100 base furniture for 450 mm basin
* The sizes are approximate, in some cases sizes may have slight variations less than +- 1 cm. If you want to know
the actual measurements of an article you can contact us or leave us a review.
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